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Capitalist Development In The Twentieth

The popularity of all things Zen has been a boon for Japanese purveyors of pared-down goods, but have consumers debased the essence of the Buddhist sect’s philosophy?

The history of Zen, from its roots in Buddhism to how the ancient religion became a capitalist darling

Russian-born economic historian Alexander Gerschenkron noted in his 1962 Economic Backwardness in Historical Perspective that the state becomes more crucial to capitalist development the later ...

The Different Ways That the U.S. and Chinese Governments Use Their Power to Regulate Capitalism

Russian-born economic historian Alexander Gerschenkron noted in his 1962 Economic Backwardness in Historical Perspective that the state becomes more crucial to capitalist development the later ...

How US, China Use Their Power To Regulate Capitalism

Russia’s war on Ukraine both reflects and deepens a global split that should remind us of Karl Marx’s famous remark: ‘No social order ever disappears before all the productive forces, for which there ...

CHINA IS RETOOLING THE CAPITALIST PARADIGM

The climate and biodiversity crises unleashed by capitalist development are already happening ... a favorite metaphor of the old tragedians — and repurposes it for the twentieth century. In turn, his ...

The Collapse of Our Natural World Won’t Be Like a Hollywood Disaster Movie

A lesson from 1956 continues to affect China’s understanding of political security — especially as the CCP’s own 20th Congress draws near.

Why the Soviet Union’s 20th Party Congress Continues to Haunt China

“Rich Fields in Persia”: Parsi Capital and the Origins of Economic Development in Pahlavi Iran, 1925–1941 ...
“Rich Fields in Persia”: Parsi Capital and the Origins of Economic Development in Pahlavi Iran, 1925-1941

"Two decades ago, we founded Pritzker Private Capital to be a different kind ... to provide networking opportunities and career development tools to empower women leaders across the firm, its ..."

**Pritzker Private Capital Celebrates 20th Anniversary**

City officials in Providence weighing reparations for Black residents are looking beyond the Rhode Island capital’s leading role in slavery. Raymond Watson is among the members of Providence’s newly ...

**New reparations focus: Black enclaves lost to development**

AP/Courtesy Running PressWhen an actor is criticised for peculiarly excessive preparation for a role, or an inability to break character off-camera, an ill-defined notion of “Method” acting (note the ..."

**From the Moscow stage to Monroe and De Niro: how the Method defined 20th-century acting**

The paper industry in the Savannah area was in its heyday in the 20th century. The region's abundance of pine ... Pulp and Paper Laboratory -- later named the Herty Advanced Material Development ...

**America's paper capital? Savannah area home to several mills making cardboard, TP, more**

Five Point Holdings, LLC (NYSE:FPH – Get Rating) major shareholder Luxor Capital Group, Lp sold 5,000 shares of Five Point stock in a transaction on Monday, May 9th. The stock was sold at an average ...

**Luxor Capital Group, Lp Sells 5,000 Shares of Five Point Holdings, LLC (NYSE:FPH) Stock**

In this week's roundup, PIT takes a look at the latest UK schemes, including the newest phase in Barratt London and exclusive apartments for first-time buyers in Croydon. Meanwhile, an influx of homes ...

**Development roundup - joint ventures, FTB homes and co-living thrives**

Zacks Investment Research cut PennantPark Floating Rate Capital from a “buy” rating to a “hold” rating in a report on Wednesday, April 20th. Finally ... Floating Rate Capital Ltd. is a business ...